WE COME IN PIECES

MODULAR BARGE SYSTEM

DAMEN
The Damen Modular Barges (DMB) are container sized – both twenty and forty feet versions are available – for easy transportation anywhere in the world, by truck, ship or train.

On location, the pre-outfitted units are quickly assembled into a wide variety of vessel types and applications that operate at the high standards demanded of a Damen product.

- Proven technology
- Flexible configuration
- Easily transportable
- User-friendly layout

APPLICATIONS
The Damen Modular Barge system is specially designed for operations in:
- Coastal waters
- Bays
- Rivers
- Lakes
- Reservoirs

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
The DMB can be outfitted with a range of equipment for diverse marine operations. This includes heavy duty A-frames, knuckle boom cranes, self liftable spud systems or with the specific equipment your operation requires. Damen can also deliver all kinds of heavy equipment including crawler cranes, excavators, crane mats, power packs, DOP pumps, hydraulic hammers and heavy winches. You name it, we fit it!

DAMEN LINK
The Damen Link is a unique, Class approved coupling system, designed to join DMB units. Each link consists of two hooks, a connection rod, a washer, a nut and a securing plate.
The Damen Modular Barge is the flexible, versatile building block for your modular vessel or platform.

WE COME IN PIECES
WHEREVER YOU ARE

THE DAMEN MODULAR BARGES
- 100% fixed coupling (no clearance)
- Modules are built according to ISO container dimensions, resulting in relatively low transportation costs
- All module sides are flush
- High deck capacity
- Epoxy paint system at outside and inside (no sharp edges)
- Simple mounting system from the outside (no divers, nobody inside the modules) and no heavy weights
- Each Damen Modular Barge is 100% watertight
- Damen Link system is adjustable and Class approved
- Coupling and dismantling can be done on site, in water
- The DMB can be CSC approved
MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY

The Damen Modular Barge system offers extreme versatility. The units can be easily configured into diverse types of platforms and vessels, easily transportable to locations anywhere in the world.

Configure your own vessel at damenmodularbarges.com